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In the year 1901-02, there were only 10 technical and industrial schools and no 
technological institute to provide instruction in applied science and technology. The 
resolution of 1904 on the Indian Educational Policy emphasized the necessity of 
adjusting technical education to the need of Indian industry and granting scholarship 
to the students to undergo training in Europe and America. In 1918, the industrial 
schools were divided into two categories primary industrial schools were to provide 
instruction in manual arts such as wood work and smithy, drawing and in the general 
subjects of the primary school curriculum. In 1928, due to the recommendations of 
Hartog Committee several new school buildings were constructed and additional 
equipment worth Rs.45,000 was provided in the Punjab. A scheme for the re-
organization of the Government Zenana Industrial School was approved during the 
year 1928-29. In 1928 two technical schools for girls were started by the Red Cross 
Society. In 1939, there were 42 technical and industrial schools with 1,679 students. 
The importance of technical education was felt not only by the people in general, but 
also by various committees and commissions appointed by the government to review 
the working of education in India. 
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Expansion of technical education is a must to accelerate the socio-economic 
progress of any country. Technical education in India has grown under the pressure of 
necessity along various lines including industrial, engineering and technological 
training.1 During the British rule no comprehensive system of technical education 
was, however, developed as an integral part of the national educational system. 
During the early period some attempts were made to spread technical education, but it 
was simply to satisfy administrative needs of the East India Company which needed 
trained engineers, technicians and artisans for government jobs. 

Sir Charles Wood’s Despatch of 1854, was the first authoritative declaration 
on the part of the British Government about the educational policy to be followed in 
India.2 The Despatch for the first time realized the need of giving the people an 
education of such a character as may be practically useful for the people of India in 
the different spheres of life. But even during the next years little action was taken by 
the government to promote industrial and technical education in India.3 The Christian 
missionaries, however, established a number of industrial schools,4 but these 
institutions aimed at teaching some ordinary crafts like smithy or carpentry. In 1901-
02 there were 80 technical or industrial schools with a total strength of 4,804 pupils in 
India. 

Keeping in view the importance of technical education the Indian National 
Congress also stressed the need for the promotion of technical education. The 
government could no longer remain passive and began to depute a few candidates to 
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England and America for technical training. A number of technical training institutes 
were also established at Roorkee (1842), Calcutta (1857), Madras (1858), Jadavpur 
(1906), Bangalore (1911) and Banaras (1917).5 But despite all this not much 
worthwhile work was done by the British Government in this direction till 1920. If the 
condition of technical education in India on the whole was not that satisfactory the 
position in the Punjab was no way better. 

Pioneering efforts were made for the technical education in the Punjab by 
setting up an Engineering School at Rasul in April 1912,6 which admitted 50 students 
annually to a course of two years.7 The institution became very popular and there was 
a keen competition for admission. The training was thoroughly practical. Classes in 
mechanical and motor engineering were also arranged. The school prepared students 
as overseers and draftsmen.8 Another institute imparting instructions in electrical and 
mechanical engineering Victoria Diamond Jubilee Hindu Technical Institute, Lahore, 
was founded in 1897-98.9 By 1901-02, the number of technical and industrial schools 
were only 10 in the Punjab and there was no technological institute to provide 
instruction in applied science and technology.10 All these except the technical classes 
held at the D.A.V. College, Lahore were, in fact, craft schools, which aimed at 
teaching craft such as carpentry, metal work, wood work, shoe-making, engraving, 
tailoring, weaving, etc., along with some elementary education in order to enable the 
students to earn a living. However, Hindu Technical Institute at Lahore, too, 
continued to provide useful practical training to Hindu and Sikh students.11 The Mayo 
School of Art, Lahore and Railway Technical School, Lahore, later known as 
Technical School, Lahore, were under government control, the rest being managed by 
local bodies under a system of grant-in-aid from the government.12 there was no 
unemployment among qualified men in the case of engineering profession. 

The Indian Educational Conference held in January 1902 at Lahore reviewed 
the working of the industrial schools in the Punjab and recommended that new 
schools should be established at large industrial centres, but with some modified 
courses of instruction.13 The resolution of 1904 on the Indian Educational Policy 
emphasized the necessity of adjusting technical education to the need of Indian 
industry and granting scholarship to the students to undergo training in Europe and 
America.14 In the meantime public opinion was growing keen on the point and 
demanded rapid development on industries and technical education.15 Due to the 
demand of the public the government had been trying to give much education to the 
youth of the country as would find employment for them.16 That was the general trend 
of the policy.  

In 1913-14 the number of industrial schools was 24 with 2,249 pupils as 
against the previous year’s figures of 18 and 1,767 respectively.17 In 1913-14 in 
Ambala Division there were Board Industrial School at Hissar, Rohtak and Rewari, 
where carpentry, smithy, weaving and tailoring were taught. There were aided schools 
at Gurgaon, Salampur and Bhiwani and five ordinary schools had industrial classes 
attached them. In Jullundur Division there was a Board of Industrial School at 
Ludhiana and industry class with 40 students was started at Government High School, 
Ferozepore. In 1910 there were 7 industrial schools which were training 743 students. 
The school included Railway Technical School at Lahore, Municipal Board Industrial 
School at Amritsar, Municipal Board Industrial School at Delhi, District Board 
Industrial School at Ludhiana and Baba Khem Singh Industrial School at Rawalpindi. 
There were two industrial schools at Gujarat and Jabalpur Jatan for females.18 In 
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Ferozepore district step were also taken to attach the classes in carpentry to middle 
and primary schools and arrangements were made to open classes on similar lines in 
other districts. In 1915 a project for carpentry school at Jullundur was worked out by 
the Local Government. A grant of Rs.1,50,000 was sanctioned by the Government of 
India towards its construction and a sub-committee comprising Townshend and 
Health selected 4 sites for the institute in 1918-19.19 

In Lahore Division a Board Industrial School was opened at Kasur and a 
mission Industrial School for girls at Clarkbad. In the Rawalpindi Division three 
Board Industrial Schools were opened at Kalabagh (Mianwali), Kot Fateh Khan 
(Attock) and Gujar Khan (Rawalpindi) while in Multan Division two such schools 
were opened at Multan and Lyallpurr.20 It was thus evident that there was 
considerable expansion of industrial training. But the movement was hampered by the 
lack of competent teachers21 and of any special agency for the inspection of industrial 
schools. 

The question again received ample attention at the hands of Indian Industrial 
Commission 1916-18.22 The Commission made a number of recommendations for the 
provision by local governments and authorities of a suitable systems of primary 
education with an industrial bias for the artisan and labouring population, provisions 
of industrial and craft schools for cottage industries and provisions for the training of 
men for organised industries. Fortunately the labours of the Industrial Commission 
did not go waste and the Punjab Government took concrete steps to place industrial 
training on a better footing. A scheme for the re-orientation of the industrial schools 
prepared by the standing committee on Technical and Industrial Education 1918 was 
accepted by the Punjab Government.24 According to this scheme the industrial schools 
were divided into two categories primary industrial schools were to provide 
instruction in manual arts such as wood work and smithy, drawing and in the general 
subjects of the primary school curriculum. Teaching of craft was not to be attempted 
at this stage. The course for the middle schools was designed to give specialized 
training in craft work.25 

In 1917 the Government of India appointed the Calcutta University 
Commission which was also known as the Saddler Commission. It recommended that 
the intermediate college should be established for the sake of completing the first 
stage. These colleges should conduct teaching in arts, science, medicine, engineering, 
education, agriculture and commerce.26 On the recommendations of this Committee 
the institutes for training of men for organised industries were also started. Thus, the 
Central Weaving Institute was established at Amritsar in 1920 McLaglan College of 
Engineering was opened at Mughalpura in 1922, near Lahore and the Government 
Hosiery Institute at Ludhiana in 1926.27 

According to the provisions of Government of India Act 1919, education 
becomes a provincial transferred subject entrusted to the charge of a minister 
responsible to the provincial legislature.28 Under the Montague Chemlsford 
Constitutional Reforms inaugurated in 1921 the whole subject of education was 
transferred to the control of Indian Minister of Education. The result of the transfer 
was the rapid increase in enrolment.29 With the result technical education had also 
made a distinct advance during the last decade. There were 115 students under 
training at the Engineering School at Rasul during 1922-23. This was the second year 
in which the students were trained up to the standard required for the reorganised 
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subordinate engineering service.30 The examination results were very encouraging. 
The Railway Technical School, Lahore continued to prosper. The opening of the 
McLaglan Engineering College at Mughalpura met a long-felt need by rendering 
possible the supply of properly trained electrical and mechanical engineers. A lead 
was also given in technical training by the opening of Government Dyeing and Calico 
Printing School at Shahdra, Lahore.31 An up-to date tannery for imparting education 
in modern methods of tanning was also started there. The attendance of the technical 
and industrial schools continued to rise on account of the increasing demand for men 
trained at the schools. Competition for admission was very keen. The number of 
industrial schools where minor crafts such as carpentry, smithy, weaving and pottery 
etc., were taught had increased to 19 with 1,731 scholars in 1921 to 1928 with 4,336 
scholars in 1929-30. 

In 1928, Hartog Committee known as Auxiliary Committee reviewed the 
educational progress made since the transfer of education to the control of Indian 
ministers. It drew the attention of the authorities to the problem of stagnation, leakage 
and wastage, the disparity in literacy between men and women, high percentage of 
failures at the Matriculation level, lack of industrial and vocational training and the 
mad rush of admissions at the university stage.32 It recommended the diversion or 
more boys to industrial and commercial careers at the end of the middle stage.33 

Due to the recommendations of Hartog Committee several new school 
buildings were constructed and additional equipment worth Rs.45,00034 was provided 
in the Punjab. The appointment of a number of additional teachers was sanctioned and 
proposal for further increase in the staff was also sanctioned by the end of 1927. The 
standard of the technical education provided in these schools showed considerable 
improvement and the number of the students entering for the industrial middle school 
examination rose to 141 from 86 during the year 1929. The total numbers of the 
students receiving training increased from 2,782 to 3,149.35 In view of the increased 
demand for industrial education, provisions were made for the opening of few new 
schools in the province. A whole time inspector of Industrial School was appointed.36 
The school for the blind which was an adjunct of the Government Technical School 
had 25 students. The Government Zenana Industrial School and Lady Mynard 
Industrial Girls School, Lahore were the two pioneer institutions for the industrial 
education of girls in the Punjab.37 The Government School of Engineering, Rasul was 
primarily intended for the training of young men as engineers, subordinates and 
draftsmen for the public service. In addition it offered a short course in reinforced 
concrete practice.38 

Industrial and technical education received considerable attention and 
Rs.2,58,055 were spent on Government Industrial Schools. Two new schools, one at 
Bhiwani and other at Jhang-Maghiana were opened in 1928.39 The number of the 
industrial schools working in the province at the end of 1928 was 24. A scheme for 
the re-organisation of the Government Zenana Industrial School was approved during 
the year 1928-29.40 Two new industrial schools were opened at Rewari and Panipat in 
1929. The Government Metal School at Ambala was started and the Hindu Industrial 
School at Kot Adu was placed on the list of the aided institutions during 1929. The 
examination for the associated membership of the institution of mechanical engineers 
was held for first time in Lahore. 
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In the 1930’s among the 8 old established industrial schools recruitment 
beyond their present numbers was stopped for want of accommodations. That was a 
happy indication of a growing tendency towards higher industrial education. A special 
institute known as the Wood Working Institute was constructed at Sialkot.41 The total 
expenditure on technical education increased from Rs.3,70,577 in 1929-30 to 
Rs.3,98,417 in 1930-31. The demand for industrial education for women increased. 
The Government Technical School, Lahore, imparted training in ten crafts and 
engineering trades and was one of the best technically equipped institutions of its kind 
in India. 

For the progress of industrial education among the girls, an industrial 
instructress was appointed in 1927 to organise that kind of education for women. In 
1928 two technical schools for girls were started by the Red Cross Society.42 The year 
1929-30 witnessed the opening of four new schools the women’s Industrial Institute 
Ambala by the women’s Educational Conference, the Municipal Girls Industrial 
School at Ludhiana, the Arya Samaj Girls Industrial School at Multan and the Muslim 
Girls Industrial School known as ‘Dar-ul-Khawateen’ at Amritsar. The backward 
areas such as Panipat and Kot Adu envinced a special interest in industrial education 
for girls. In 1933-34 there was a steady growth and development in the matter of 
industrial education for girls. The number of government aided and unaided industrial 
schools for girls increased from 11 to 14 and the students under training from 930 to 
1,003.43 This was the first year in the history of the industrial schools for girls that a 
regular system of final examination was evolved.44 

In 1937 Abbot and Wood – two experts were invited to advise the government 
on certain problems of educational reorganisation and particularly on problems of 
vocational education. The reports were based on the experience of the authors of their 
visit to the Punjab, U.P. and Delhi. They recommendations made were, however, 
workable and well thought out.45 They emphasized the setting up of full-time junior 
and senior technical schools. It was at the instance of Abbot-Wood Report that 
Government High School, Delhi was converted into Polytechnic.46 Unfortunately due 
to the outbreak of the Second World War within a year and half of the submission of 
the Report no action on the recommendation was taken. 

A special committee of Central Advisory Board of Education, subsequently 
reported on the problems acknowledging their debt to the Abbot and Wood Report. It 
affirmed that technical education was in no way inferior to general education and that 
it was as much an integral part of education as general education was. It 
recommended that technical education be related to industry and agriculture. It 
recommended a hierarchy of technical institutions parallel to those of general 
education.47 

In 1939, on the recommendation of the College Advisory Council, government 
decided to change the name of the McLaglan Engineering College, Mughalpura to 
‘The Punjab College of Engineering and Technology, Lahore’48 as being in 
conformity with government policy to develop and expand the activities of the college 
so as to make it serve the province as a central engineering and technological institute. 
In 1939 there were 42 technical and industrial schools with 1,679 students.49 

The next landmark in the history of the Indian education was the report of 
Sargent Commission on Post-War Education Development in India. It was the result 
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of the Sargent Commission that an All India Council for Technical Education was set 
up in 1946. Of course, no action could be taken on it because of the prevailing 
political condition in India. 

Four factors, however, further popularized technical education. Firstly, the 
growth in the number of educated unemployed led to a greater attention being paid to 
the problems of practical and vocational education. Prejudices against industrial 
employment and technical education were also reduced to a great extent and many 
young men who would not otherwise have taken up a technical career rushed to 
vocational institution.50 Secondly, the world War II produced a number of salutary 
effects. The British Government had to provide technical training required for war 
purposes, so the technical training centres and factories were established in various 
parts of the country.51 Thirdly, socio-religious movements like the Singh Sabha and 
the Arya Samaj had given a rude shock to the prevailing caste system, that even upper 
class Hindus began to take to industrial and technical education which they had been 
avoiding so far because of these caste ties. In the meantime Mahatma Gandhi through 
his famous Wardha Scheme on education had also stressed the importance of 
technical and industrial education and this had great impact on the minds of the 
people. 

From the above analysis it is clear that importance of technical education was 
felt not only by the people in general, but also by various committees and 
commissions appointed by the government to review the working of education in 
India. But despite all that technical and industrial education in the Punjab was not 
taken care of by the government with the priority and planning it deserved. 
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